Rally for impeachment draws large attendance, support

By Carol Bowman

"I new thought that I as one person could start something like this," stated Nina George following the highly successful rally for the impeachment of the President, Monday night in Crozier-Williams.

An estimated crowd of 400 turned out to hear an informal panel consisting of: George Daughan, Assistant Professor of Government; Lionel Williams and Paul Funt, both of the New London Central Labor Council; Rev. David Robb, College Chaplain; Jason Frank, Student Government Rep; Michael Burlingame, Assistant Professor of History; Wayne Swanson, Associate Professor of Government; Nina George, and Dean Alice Johnson.

After an introduction by Dean Johnson on the origins of the Rally, Nina George, 76 stated that she thought this night was appropriate since it was the eve of local elections. "I have been deeply concerned with the absence of political activism on the Connecticut College campus and felt it was time to take action," commented Nina. She further added that our goal is constructive action because as a college community we are a powerful voting force. Concluding with, "We are all here to learn and to stand out for what we believe in."

"The campus has been quiet for two and a half years, no longer can we sit by," exclaimed student government rep, Jason Frank. Jason, former head of the Radical Alternative Movement (RAM) called for the immediate impeachment of the President.

Next to speak was Mr. Burlingame who dealt mainly with the question of "What constitutes high crimes and misdemeanors" as defined as the Constitutional justification for the impeachment of a President. While presenting various definitions of impeachment throughout history he briefly outlined the following three theories on the subject: "The Gerald Ford Theory" constituted an "anything goes" policy whereby Congress can impeach a President on whatever grounds they feel is justified at any point in time. To the other extreme is the theory that the President can be impeached only after committing a crime indictable by law. However, Mr. Burlingame supports a middle of the road theory between these two extremes which consists of six points that are grounds for impeachment used by British Courts:


He concluded that in the light of the above categories that there are already grounds for impeachment.

"The public debate about impeachment has and will continue to center largely on two major issues; the questions of Constitutional Law and the political prospects and consequences. But there is another issue that must be addressed -- the question of morality," observed Chaplain Robb. Further noting, I believe we can reclaim the legitimate power of the people without a self-righteous moral crusade. He said that the resignation of Nixon is the only thing that can bring us together."

Paul Funt represented Labor's point of view on the whole issue, stating, "Nixon has to go." Mr. Funt pointed out that traditionally the two forces that represent the moral consciousness are labor and students. When these two are "in phase" they can be a powerful voice he concluded.

Last to speak was Wayne Swanson who favored a resignation of the President rather than impeachment. He urged each and every one to write (Continued on Page 4)

Race Relations Ctte. opens door for communication

By Estella Johnson

The Race Relations Committee was formed to help the college community try to understand and deal with the problems that face any society composed of different types of students with diverse backgrounds. The Committee is made up of 36 students who are genuinely concerned with making everyone's day to day life as pleasant and beneficial as possible. To date, the Committee has had only two meetings but we believe that we have opened the door of communication and a greater awareness of some of the problems that exist. We can now proceed to act on these problems.

Many of our students, professors and staff encounter difficulties coping with that which is unfamiliar including different types of people and different life styles. While it is not our intent to develop a homogeneous society, we realize that we must build the bridges of communication between all age groups in order to combat prejudice.

We encourage all those who wish to start to have a better understanding of people and the problems that exist between the races to bring his or her views to an open and honest forum for discussion. Only through communication can we hope to solve the problems which face us. These types of discussions will take place every 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Government Room of Crozier-Williams. We wish to extend an invitation to all the people of the college community to join us.

JA 3 appeal case

By Gary Zeger

The appeal of the Jane Addams Three, Mathew Geller, Daniel Cohen, and James Litwin, was heard again last week by the Judiciary Board following a recommendation from President Shain that the case be reconsidered.

According to Judiciary Board Chairman Michael Lederman, President Shain decided that the punitive fine of twenty dollars per person be dropped and that each defendant be charged ten dollars to cover the costs incurred in moving of the Downed South Campus lamppost. The money will be used to pay for Pinkerton Services and the cost of splicing the severed wires.

Following President Shain's line of reasoning, Judiciary Board decided that a five dollar fine would be sufficient to cover all costs.

According to Matthew Geller, the three will accept the fines gracefully although they are not satisfied with the Judiciary Board's handling of the case. They felt that five dollars was arbitrary and they would like to see a bill for the actual damage.

Michael Lederman said this would be impossible because the five dollar fine is based on an estimate of the strict costs to the college and there are no actual bills.
Course credit
For involvement

Apathy is not the only reason why there is a lack of participation in student activities. The rash of resignations Pun?it receives at this time of year seems to indicate that the pressure of work also discourages people. As all those who know, being “involved” takes an inordinate amount of time. At other schools these jobs are rewarded by either course credit or a salary.

Knowing the financial situation of Connecticut it is ridiculous to ask to be paid. However, it would seem reasonable to reward the time spent with course credit. Many activities take up easily as much time as a fifth course. Two credits or the equivalent of half an academic course is not a lot to ask for 15 hours a week of work.

The argument will of course immediately be made that if we offered rewards for participation in student organizations then everyone would do it just for the credit. It must be realized that for the credit, work must be done. Those who were not willing to do the work in the first place are not going to suddenly start being active for the sake of two credits.

Obvious, credit cannot be offered for every club or organization. Some investigation must be made as to how much actual time is spent on an activity and whether it warrants remuneration. Examples could be taken from other schools who have already instituted a similar program.

Committee commission

There is no deadline for the report, but some feeling was expressed that any recommendations of the commission be presented with ample time preceding the spring committee elections so that applicable suggestions may be considered and implemented.

The commission will attempt to determine what committees should be dissolved, consolidated, or left alone.

Kane appointed Jane Von Kaenel as Vice-Chairman of the Committee Commission and asks that any interested student contact him by note to box 822.
Nixon pursues his horizon

By Kathy McGlynn

"I saw a man pursuing the horizon. Bound and round he sped, I was disturbed at this." I accosted the man. "It is futile," I said. "You can never -" "You lie," he cried, and ran on." Stephen Crane

Like the man pursuing the horizon, Richard Nixon is trying to seek to find the means to hold on to his dream—the Presidency of the United States. I would be the first to notice that at times perseverance and tenacity in the face of opposition are commendable attributes. If we all relinquished our dreams simply because someone told us "It is futile," there would be little progress in this world. Yet there is a time when one should give up and recognize futility. The events of the past few months, and especially those of the past few weeks serve to indicate that the time has come for Richard Nixon to face this reality.

Several weeks ago, an article appeared in this column which concerned itself with current events in the Campaign of 1972. We have been setting too much confidence in the Nixon administration. I accused Nixon of not being an up-to-date individual who was incapable of comprehending the future, and that he was reduced to an empty cop-out. I am now forced to confess that I was wrong. I have been induced to such thinking by not paying close enough attention to current events.

Budget procedures explained

By Norma Darragh

Senior Class President

The College Council feels that a further explanation of the procedures involved in the allocation of Student Organization Funds is necessary for the benefit of the entire College Community. The Student Organization Funds are com- posed of approximately $3,000 derived from $2.50 per student deducted from the general activities and function fees. The College has a policy of fulfilling all requests for service over 50 clubs presently within the realm of student activities.

The budget allotted to the Student Organization is stagnant. The amount requested this fall by the various clubs amounted over three times the $3,000 available. The problem therefore is one of scrutiny. Is there too much allocated to the activities and needs proposed by the various clubs.

The Budget Sub-committee is under the jurisdiction of the Vice President of Student Govern- ment, Richard Lichenslon, and composed of three upperclass Presidents (as the President of the Class of 1972 was also a member of the committee) and the Student Organization Treasurer and the Dean of Students.

The procedures followed are as follows. After past and present requested are reviewed, following which suggestions as to the number of clubs that would be covered in the budget the Sub-committee then presented its proposed allocations to both the Student Council and the College Community.

As is evident, the Student Organization budget as it is now operated cannot possibly accommodate the various and diverse activities requesting funds. Should the past and present clubs be receiving funds, it is possible that clubs may have to adjust their activities.

Campus column

Apathy threatens Connecticut College environment

By Mark McDowell

PLEASE TURN OFF LIGHTS WHEN THROUGH: There is an Energy Crisis.

PLEASE RECYCLE PAPER! USE ONLY RETURNABLE BOTTLES!

TURN DOWN HEAT TO 70 DEGREES F: There is a fuel crisis!

DON'T DRIVE WHEN YOU CAN WALK!

These are but a few small practices that environmentalists on campus are trying to initiate in order to help alleviate our environmental crisis. How many of these do you practice? If in fact you practice more than a couple of these you are an exception to most of the students on campus in fact the public as a whole. Why don't people get concerned about these problems? Is it because they are not aware of the environmental crisis? Is it due to an increase of apathy caused by the saturation of problems that face us today? The answer may very well be that people simply don't feel it pertains to their person.

In the view of relieving this situation on campus I would prefer a problem rested in the people not being aware of the present environmental problems. This is usually easily solved by educating people to the situation and then assume that people would become environmental practices. I feel this is far from being the truth for it is difficult to conceive that students in today's society would be completely ignorant to the present environmental crisis.

This is an easy cop-out. Is this apathy due to a lack of awareness of world problems aggrivated by academic pressures to get good grades and not attending meetings of the opposite sex? These are all valid excuses. Perhaps the one fact that without power, with fuel for heat, and even without paper or at least the necessities of these essentials, Conn. College would in fact be crippled and would have to adopt the standard at which the institution is at today. In this light I feel the excise of apathy appears to be one of ignorance and lack of foresight.

If the problem lies in the fact that people don't feel the environmental crisis is directly related to them then maybe they are afraid of what the future may hold for them. I am still drive where they want to go, maybe it's just a hoax to increase political lobbying. Well the direction of psychology was kind enough to allow me to quote great. They also say that they do plan to reorganize next year if they can find a qualified instructor. The question was raised if this course should be taught by a black instructor or not. The BSQE Music department exhausted all efforts to find a Black instructor, a white instructor would then be suitable.

We realize the difficulties involved in finding an instructor for this course, and we have offered our assistance to the music department.

A course in Black Music would indeed be beneficial to all members of the college community, and we encourage your support in our endeavor to insure that Music 206 is offered again next year.

Letters to the Editor

(Continued from Page 2)

Pundit, but pertains to all students who steal excessively from the dining halls. Perhaps a fact should be clarified. The College does not charge you for every meal you eat but takes into account that you will miss a certain amount for various reasons. Appreciate your vantage. If one scarcity, one thing asked was to call attention to a major error made in the Student Government report and to call attention to the question of the number of Black People and other minorities.

The BSQE met with the members of the College Music department to discuss the plans made in the article. The concern of the BSQE was too little, first, why was the course eliminated? Second, it is now hoped that if it is now set in stone what are the definite plans for offering it in 1974-75 as stated in the catalog?

The music department said that the course became altering basically a "dilemma, a directive to cut back on faculty. This of course may have been true, yet the cost of hiring a part-time instructor is not really that great. They also said that they do plan to reorganize next year if they can find a qualified instructor. The question was raised if this course should be taught by a black instructor or not. The BSQE Music department exhausted all efforts to find a Black instructor, a white instructor would then be suitable.

We realize the difficulties involved in finding an instructor for this course, and we have offered our assistance to the music department.

A course in Black Music would indeed be beneficial to all members of the college community, and we encourage your support in our endeavor to insure that Music 206 is offered again next year.

If anyone is interested in supporting our efforts please leave a note in box 852 or write to Dean Jordan and Mr. Dale.
American Film Theatre A Must!

By Sherry L. Alpert

American movies bold the reins on the most popular art form in America. Movies bold the theatre, opera, ballet, concerts, and the like. As the most popular art form in America, movies bold the reins on the most popular art form in America. Movies which once was a little excessive, but the clanty in this movement, which recital as a whole, was worthwhile.

... one might easily take issue with the claim that American movies bold the reins on the more popular art form. More recent developments, however, have included the viewer of the viewer in yet other art forms, namely the theater.

Ely Landau has undertaken such an entering in the American Film Theatre, a series which presents the most distinguished films from the American and European stage. In the past two seasons, Landau has opened with a collection of restored films. He also plans to include the viewer of the viewer in yet other art forms, namely the theater.

Ely Landau has undertaken such an entering in the American Film Theatre, a series which presents the most distinguished films from the American and European stage. In the past two seasons, Landau has opened with a collection of restored films. He also plans to include the viewer of the viewer in yet other art forms, namely the theater.

Taj Mahal at Yale

On Saturday, November 10, ENTREPRENEURSHIP and Maria Muldaur in Woolsey Hall, corner of Grove and College Streets, New Haven, Conn. from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets will cost $4.00 in advance and $4.50 at the door. Ticket information available at (203) 624-7966.

Taj Mahal's solo appearance last February in Woolsey Hall was so mathematical and of the movie industry is currently utilized for a variety of purposes. Kubrick and Truffaut have found it useful as a medium within itself; the former as a means of conditioning cinematic behavior, the latter as a catalyst within the overall screenplay of his most recent ché d'oeuvre: "THE SHAFT" for NIGHT.

We find movies as visual aids in the classroom, aiding the inclusion of music in the medical technology, environmental studies, et al. Not to mention all the hours they fill on the tube. Television offers a great vacuum in creative programming. Why not, then, extend the reach of this medium for the arts? to include edification of the viewer in yet other arts, namely the theatre.
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By Kathy McGlynn

Last year, a group of cadets organized themselves into the "Creative Arts Group" with the express purpose of "bringing culture to the cadets". With this purpose in mind, the group proceeded to arrange for the first formal presentation of the corps of cadets concerning current theatrical productions — Broadway and Off-Broadway plays and Off-Off-Broadway productions. This introduction to the world of theater was introduced slowly. The first production was "The Beggar's Opera" by John Gay. It is meant to represent the Prime Minister himself and many of his politicians. The 'beggars' were painted as scoundrels - perhaps at an advantage because I was not exposed to Georgian art. The London production was mentioned, yet Residence Director Miss Vorhees says this is "out of the question," as Harris is used to spending his money for the entire campus, and could not be prepared for breakfast and the party was described as 'impractical'.

Harris Rectoraty also suffered. Sauces were smashed, and napkins and pieces of pumpkin were scattered throughout the corridor. Harris' office was broken into and circuit breakers were tampered with, which could have cost Harris thousands of dollars loss of food. A special work crew had to be arranged early next morning to clean up the mess. Barry Steinberg, housefellow of Hamilton, feels that his party was used as a scapegoat for these activities. This may be partly true, as only those involved knew about the plans. Yet, the administration concluded, and I believe it was justified, that there was a direct connection between the film "Ten Days" and the hamilton party as a social event. Barry also considered to be sensitive to the political climate of the day. (The movie was originally intended for release on a limited budget, to provide a desirable social program. Yet, I feel that the other administration members may have adapted to new socialization, and may be too rigid in their policies and too strict in their expectations concerning social activities. Dean Watson views social functions in terms of dual responsibilities. They are a means for students to assume responsibility for their social 'other' and a means for the administration to be sensitive to the desires of the students for all-campus social functions."

Finally, I Appeal to the student body. No, the administration is not going to terminate all-campus dorm party series, the party last week in "Morrison Hotel" proved that these parties can be held, a means for students to assume some responsibility for their social 'other' and a means for the administration to be sensitive to the desires of the students for all-campus social functions."

The first problem is one of area. Where can all-campus parties be held? From time to time, social board sponsors all-campus parties in Crozier Williams. But this would be impractical for a dormitory, as a security force must be hired. Also, it defeats the purpose of a "dorm" party, where action and conversation is desired as well as in the living rooms. Another problem is space. The dorm living rooms just aren't designed for sizable functions, especially in order to "break even" on a dorm party. At seventy-five cents per person, you need over four hundred (not counting the original 'other') to pay for the cost of a band and eight beer kegs.

The area or the furnishing of the living rooms is suitable for these mods. Yet, few alterations have been anticipated. One possible solution suggested was to have two adjacent dorms, such as Park and Warren. I don't think this is the answer, as it would still be two separate parties, and most of the crowd would tend to be in the dorm with the band.

-Harris Rectoraty was mentioned, yet Residence Director Miss Vorhees says this is "out of the question," as Harris is used to spending his money for the entire campus, and could not be prepared for breakfast and the party was described as 'impractical'.

Now I would like to relate a broader perspective of all-campus social functions, and this is the new socialization of Conn.

College. Before co-education, Conn. was a "suitcase" school, as most students came to attend social functions at other schools. With co-education, there was a demand for the students' desire for social activities on campus. Also, the movies and plays were more expansive, as beer bashes have become the mode. This reporter has only the greatest enthusiasm for all-campus social events, and greater student participation and involvement. Also, I believe the student 'activist' factor. Dean Watson, is making a conscientious effort, while operating on a limited budget, to provide a desirable social program. Yet, I feel that the other administration members may not have adapted to his new socialization, and may be too rigid in their policies and too strict in their expectations concerning social activities. Dean Watson views social functions in terms of dual responsibilities, they are a means for students to assume some responsibility for their social 'other' and a means for the administration to be sensitive to the desires of the students for all-campus social functions."

Finally, I Appeal to the student body. No, the administration is not going to terminate all-campas dorm party series. The party last week in "Morrison Hotel" proved that these parties can be held, a means for students to assume some responsibility for their social 'other' and a means for the administration to be sensitive to the desires of the students for all-campus social functions."

Even so, I pose these questions: Must we be threatened before we realize the stupid senseless destruction after the Hamilton party necessary? Is the solution to lock up the dorm corridor and hire more security?

One house fellow expresses
Mt. Holyoke defeats Conn swimmers.

Com College Women's Swim Team Lost to Mt. Holyoke College, 74-39

Connecticut College in its first meet of the season captured four wins but was not powerful enough to surpass the great depth of the Mt. Holyoke Team.

200yd. medley relay Mt. Holyoke, 2:10; Conn, 2:11.


200 Free Relay Mt. Holyoke

The Mt. Varsity Swim Meet for Conn at 7 Conn vs. Bridgewater, State of Mass.

Volleyball victories

By Brian Felgenbaum

What do seven glamorous girls do on a Monday night between 2 and 6:15 p.m.? Well, if their names are Leslie Revloch, Nancy McNally, Sharon Collins, Fran Alexander, Patti Flynn, and Cathy Longmire, they are probably playing volleyball. These seven girls strongly suspect that the Mt. Holyoke Volleyball team of Connecticut College.

The season began for Coach Leary and her squad last Halloween against Smith College. The team treated the small, vocal home crowd, to a convincing straight game victory, 15-10, 15-14. The girls displayed good teamwork which is surprising, considering the limited amount of practice time they have. Congrats are in order to Coach Leary and all the girls for a fine effort.

The next game is Monday day, anyway, but the following Monday, Conn returns to the magic world of Greater Gardens for a home game. A Mt. Holyoke victory would sure be welcome, so come on out!

Impeachment Rally

(Continued from Page 1)

...a letter to their Congressman or Senator stating their views on the issue. "Petitions are ineffective. However, if we all write to just 15 minutes and wrote a letter our voice will be heard." Following a brief question and answer period, gloves and stamps were available for those who wanted to write a letter.

Nina George, with the encouragement of Dean Johnson and the help of Donna Diamond and Larry Freedman, informed the crowd, "Sheridan was able to organize the rally in a phenomenal two days. This may be the beginning of a new phase of political awareness on the Connecticut College campus that it has never experienced before.

The Connecticut College Women's Volleyball Team won its second contest Monday night by a score of 15-8, 6-15, 15-13 over URI. The Conn. team started strongly finishing with a string of points on the service of Lex Revlock. In the third and final game Conn trailed 15-17, but the steady play of Captain Carrie Burch, and steady serving of Freshman Patti Flynn enabled the Connecticut Six to pull across the clincher.

Conn's second team again went down in defeat but played a much improved game over last week's defeat to Smith. The final score with URI was 16-15, 15-10.

The team's next contest is with Mitchell College Nov. 12 in the Conn gym.

Sports

Notice

The first meeting of the Connecticut College journalism Club and Team will be held on Tuesday, November 13 at 3:30 in the Social Room. Men and women interested in competitive badminton should attend.

Notice

Anyone interested in Padelle Tennis Club Intras. should see Miss Yeary, Room 221 Cro.

Mt. Holyoke defeats Conn swimmers.

Com College Women's Swim Team Lost to Mt. Holyoke College, 74-39

Connecticut College in its first meet of the season captured four wins but was not powerful enough to surpass the great depth of the Mt. Holyoke Team.
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The Mt. Varsity Swim Meet for Conn at 7 Conn vs. Bridgewater, State of Mass.
Flourish of field hockey

The song says ... "Try to remember those days in September" and in the case of the Conn. College Field Hockey Team, it's no understatement to realize they were learning way back then. The Conn. campus, though, still has some learning to do about the team and its 3-1 record.

A casual observer may notice a game or practice in progress and think a madcap mob of skittles sweepers had forgotten their brooms and were busy annihilating any apparent appendages to further the progress of a skinned tennis ball. To be precise; there are eleven losses there with what appears to be a thick, elongated, up-side down, beat up, and taped cane trying to generate an off-fence with 3 forwards (right and left inner forward, center forward, right and left wing), 3 half-backs (center half-back, right and left), 2 full-backs and one goalie. There are no offsides since everyone is allowed to score but, in reality, the halfbacks and goalie border on extinction when it comes to offense. Two 30-minute halves of running are played with no time-outs and stringent rules - no raising of sticks above the shoulder (dubbed the fallacy of "sticks"), one must blast that ball with the flat part of the stick and not the round part (no backhands), one must paddle the ball with one's feet toward one's goal, one can only score within a 15-foot scoring circle and if there's a penalty in that area a shot is taken from the corner. The most frequent foul is obstruction, getting between a player and the ball but there's plenty of brushing gently anyway.

The team has practiced 4 or 5 times a week from 3:05-5:30 since September despite a field roughed up and raped by soccer clients and soccer home lines. There are usually not enough team members to play at a game but they win anyway.

The season started way back when, with a matting of Williams School in a scrumage. It did much for the team's morale since the head of the Williams School Athletic Department (who, despite many games) said this year's team was Conn.'s best in history. The team was beaten by URI but scarred off University of Bridgeport that couldn't come up with enough personnel. October offered a 3-2 win over UConn, a 2-0 loss to Central Conn., a 1-1 tie with the nicest of the opponents, Trinity, a smashing 4-0 win over an amusing Mitchell squad whose captain thought she could play most anywhere and wound up playing incompetent, a most gratifying trip to Brown for a 3-2 win, and the best game of the year resulted in a 2-3 loss to Yale. It's easy to see that not only are the best backs G.E., but all the games were tense and tight, none were routs, and that the team could very well be undefeated at the last game of the season, to salvage a winning record for the team against Wesleyan. It's hot, it's cold, it's wild, it's cool, it's exciting, it's transitory, you don't even need a charter flight.

Outstanding members to watch for among Marilyn "Coach" Cockrell's troops were goalie Pam Sharpe, the cool demanding person of half back manned by center Becky Frail, leftwing Shirley the best Johansen, and right wing Patty Cake; along with Bonnie Greenwald, Marji Marvelous, Wendy Miller, Emily Wolfe, Adele, Jane, Susie, and the best of the rough and tough defensewomen, Di Di Coye.

Field hockey ecstasy

"Turkey Trot" to be held

The Conn College Cross Country Team announces the First Annual Conn College "Turkey Trot" for coed couples, to be held Thursday, Oct. 15, at 3:30 p.m. Two turkeys will be awarded, courtesy of the Cross Country Team, to the couple who completes the 1.3-mile campus run the fastest, and to the couple who completes the run in a combined time closest to its predicted time.

The course follows the perimeter road. It begins in front of Crozier-Williams, continues towards the Security Station around Cummings, and the South Campus dormitories, underneath the tennis courts, and finishes at Crozier-Williams.

The team will be assigned a starting time and they will be started at a staggered pace. No corners may be cut and no watches used. There will be no minimum time for the "predicted time" category. In both categories, the couple's added time will be the time counted.

Entry blanks should be submitted to Jeff Zimmerman in the Athletic Department by Tuesday. There is no entry fee.

Many miss the boat

(Continued from Page 3)

crude oil and finished oil products to the United States.

"(Company) has previously stated that it will supply contract or historical quantities of finished products complying with applicable sulfur requirements barring any interruption of crude oil supplies. The interruption has occurred and is becoming more restrictive each day. Unless there is a change in the international oil situation we anticipate that it will become necessary to allocate available fuel supplies among our customers. The shortages of lower sulfur fuels will be more severe than the shortages of higher sulfur fuels. We believe it advisable to alert you to this condition and will delay taking allocation action until deemed necessary. As much advance notice as practicable will be given.

"We sincerely regret that this letter must be sent and urge our customers to take all possible measures to conserve fuel supplies and develop contingency plans for other conditions of allocation.""

The apparent answer to this problem would be to revert to using high sulfur fuels. This does

(Continued on Page 6)

Many miss the boat

You learn a lot along the sidelines of a field hockey game: Cleveland is the polka capital of the world, the latest word on communicable diseases, who wears the cleanest socks and why, referees don't inform the wearing of the world, the whistles, and that there, at Wesleyan wore the latest word on communicable diseases, who wears the cleanest socks and why, referees don't inform the wearing of the world, the whistles, and that there, at Wesleyan...
Roundballers start with the best
~ By Greg Wooawara
~ One game left to go and the record stands at 8 wins, 2 losses. It looks as though they'll have to sit restlessly until spring before satiating their masochistic rowing desires.

Basketball starts Tuesday

Oh, it as something to behold. Huddling masses, speeches of admiration, exasperated, excited, loyalties and brews. J.A. against Freeman for the playoffs. Simple really. One game to decide one playoff spot. Who's to say anyone cared? There was no national TV breakout-up. No wandering shutterbug or scribe could be drummed out. Many waived the chance to play or watch. In the next game, all zipping, flitting, a foot here a second ago becomes empty space.

Bradshaw can sure tote that piggin', but what of J.A. Sure they fell, they swarmed, they grabbed, they won — something like 23-14 or 23-7 depending on what ref you ask. It was tough to pinpoint superiority. Running free, but J.A. got off to a superiorities (other than BB run off). It was tough to pinpointwho. Many canines, I'll let you know.

Harkness maintained their competitive edge by coming out of retirement and routinely beating the Little competitors in a very physical manner. Many thought that if you could rough up harkness and throw off their timing, you could best them, but Harkness proved they're tougher to handle than with all their true grit and an offensive center.

Well, here we are then, with what was a humongous game of gigantic proportions — Abbey against Larrabee for playoff birth in the North. It was played yesterday and deadlines being what they are, you won't know the outcome till next week. Along with that game, Freeman played Wright, J.A., Larrabee and the Chicagoans played Morrison today.

The playoffs shape up this way: Abbey or Larrabee in the semis and the winners then play for the whole shebang.

And about that title — instead of a golden tray for the victors, the on-the-female, we decided to contribute some truth in journalism, grabbing your attention and so basketballs practicing tryouts do start Tuesday.

Come to think of it, maybe we should try for the picture.